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ABSTRACT
Context: Software processes evolve over time and several
approaches were proposed to support the required flexibility. Yet, little is known whether these approaches sufficiently support the development of large software processes.
A software process line helps to systematically develop and
manage families of processes and, as part of this, variability
operations provide means to modify and reuse pre-defined
process assets. Objective: Our goal is to evaluate the feasibility of variability operations to support the development
of flexible software process lines. Method: We conducted
a longitudinal study in which we studied 5 variants of the
V-Modell XT process line for 2 years. Results: Our results
show the variability operation instrument feasible in practice. We analyzed 616 operation exemplars addressing various customization scenarios, and we found 87 different operation types contributed by 3 metamodel variants developed
by different teams in different contexts. Conclusions: Although variability operations are only one instrument among
others, our results suggest this instrument useful to implement variability in real-life software process lines.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Software Engineering Management]: Software
process models

General Terms
Experimentation
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Software development is diverse, which makes it impossible to find the one and only software process [7]. Different
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studies (e.g., [4, 7, 10, 25]) show plenty of processes used
in practice, and companies usually combine multiple processes and adopt these to company- or project-specific requirements. Yet, defining adequate processes is hard; it is a
complex activity requiring deep knowledge of the actual domain in particular and software engineering in general. To
overcome these challenges, several approaches were proposed
to improve flexibility and reusability of software processes,
and to define methods to rapidly compose custom processes.
For instance, in Method Engineering [6], processes are composed of reusable assets. For a particular situation, so-called
method chunks are selected from a method base and assembled into a situation-specific method. In [18], Rombach
votes for adopting well-known concepts from software product lines [1] for developing Software Process Lines (SPrL),
which define a reference process containing general process
assets, whereas a well-defined customization approach allows process engineers to create new process variants by,
e.g., extending or modifying process assets [27]. Yet, these
approaches lack in evidence of their feasibility in practice
(e.g., [21] analyzed Method Engineering scarcely finding reports on the feasibility, and [5, 3] come to a similar conclusion for SPrLs).
In Germany, the V-Modell XT is the standard software
process for IT development projects in Germany’s public
sector. It has a long history beginning in 1992, and was improved in several iterations. Starting with its release in 2005,
the number of process variants using the so-called reference
model increased [8]. Organizations customized the process
by modifying a local copy of the reference model, which
caused serious problems when the reference model evolved.
Much effort was spent to analyze changes and to develop
strategies to update the respective variants (e.g., [14, 15]).
However, only the changes could be analyzed, while integrating evolved and customized process assets remained a
critical and unresolved task. In response, it was decided to
adopt concepts from SPrLs to the V-Modell XT for the purpose of improving support for an efficient management of the
reference model and its variants. Process engineers are enabled to systematically develop a process variant grounded
in the reference model, and benefit from, e.g., automatic
updates. The selected approach allows for, notably, using
variability operations as a declarative instrument to systematically customize the reference model while ensuring, e.g.,
consistency and compliance with the reference model.
Problem Statement. While defining the variability operations, the major problem was to find a set of suitable
and actionable variability operations. Different studies, e.g.,
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Carvalho et al. [5] and Martı́nez-Ruiz et al. [12] found a gap
regarding standardized and actionable variability constructors, which is also reflected by available approaches that are
either conceptual [13] or generic [17] and require refinement.
Missing is a set of practically proven variability operations
to support the development of a variant from an SPrL. Often, process engineers develop their own portfolio of variability instruments negatively impacting the SPrL and its
variants [26, 27], for example, due to competing or incompatible sets of variability instruments, causing in potential
loss of compliance. Furthermore, we still lack in long-term
studies analyzing the feasibility of SPrL approaches [5, 3].
Context & Previously Published Material. Facing the
challenge to provide actionable variability instruments and
to provide evidence regarding the feasibility thereof, our previously contributed study [9] initially analyzed the practical
application of variability operations [23]. In this exploratory
study, we identified 69 unique variability operation types,
which were defined in two V-Modell XT metamodel variants. In total, we analyzed 340 operation exemplars defined
in 5 process variants. We concluded that the concept of
variability operations is a meaningful instrument to declaratively modify a given software process and to compensate
metamodel evolution. Apart from the variability operations,
we also found settings in which variability operations were
not used, e.g., for technical reasons.
Objectives. To better understand software process variability and to direct further research on the application and
the improvement of SPrL approaches in practice, we aim to
analyze the feasibility of the variability operation instrument
and its improvement to support the systematic development
of flexible software process lines.
Contribution. In this paper, we contribute results from
a longitudinal case study. For two years, we analyzed two
baselines of the V-Modell XT SPrL (cf. Figure 1) of which
the baselines each contained the reference model and 5 of its
variants using the built-in SPrL features of the V-Modell XT.
For each baseline, we analyzed the metamodels to develop a
catalog of variability operation types, and we analyzed the
process variants to investigate the use of the operation types,
i.e., we analyzed which operations are defined and to which
extend those are used in practice.
The present paper uses the findings of our previously published exploratory study [9] and—by analyzing a second data
set—improves the understanding of variability operations by
analyzing the use of this instrument over time and in different process releases. We thus close a gap in literature by
providing insights into a practically implemented SPrL.
Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces relevant terminology and Section 3 summarizes related work. In Section 4, we describe
the research design, and discuss the results in Section 5. We
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2.

CONTEXT & TERMINOLOGY

In this section, we briefly set the context and introduce
the terminology used. We analyze the V-Modell XT SPrL,
which is built on a comprehensive software process framework [8]. In particular, we focus on the concept of variability operations, which is realized as part of the V-Modell XT
metamodel [24] and its variability instruments. In subse-

quent paragraphs, we provide a brief description, whereas a
more comprehensive introduction can be depicted from our
previously published paper [9].
Process Variants. The V-Modell XT allows for developing
hierarchically organized process lines consisting of different
process variants. In the V-Modell XT, the root variant is
called the reference model. Extension models, which are
built on the same process metamodel (or variants thereof),
comprise new contents and modifications of the reference
model. As all model elements from the reference model are
accessible from an extension model, an extension model can
refer to and thus integrate and modify any reference model
element. A merge tool computes the company-specific process from the reference- and the extension models. New
assets introduced by the extension model will then be integrated with the reference model, exclusions will be deleted,
and variability operations will be processed.
In the present paper, the term variant is used to refer to
a particular process variant from the studied SPrL. For example, the variant Bund refers to the V-Modell XT Bund
(Figure 2, Table 2) and in particular to the respective metamodel and the extension model, as these define the variability operation types and exemplars.
Variability Operations. As part of the V-Modell XT variability instruments, a variability operation type is a metamodel element describing a particular change, e.g., renaming
of elements, adding description text, or restructuring dependencies. The metamodel of reference model provides a basic
set of variability operation types. Extension models can
use metamodel variants, which can provide extra operation
types. An instance of a variability operation (an exemplar )
is a model element defined in an extension model. An operation exemplar refers to an element from the reference model
to be modified, i.e., the source files of the reference model are
not touched, as all change declarations are contained in the
extension model. Variability operations are interpreted and
executed during the merge procedure in which the companyspecific variant is computed (cf. [22, 23]).
In this paper, we use the term operation type to denote
operations defined in a metamodel that are available for developing SPrLs (Section 5.2), i.e., which process language elements are available. We use the term (operation) exemplar
to denote the instances of the operation types (Section 5.3),
i.e., which types are really used and to which extent.

3.

RELATED WORK

Since Rombach’s proposal [18] to organize software processes as software process lines, much research has been published discussing this topic, e.g., [13, 22, 23, 27]. Yet only
few publications deal with self-contained approaches providing support for process engineers. For instance, in [2], Alegrı́a and Bastarrica present the CASPER approach, which
they define as meta-process to support the construction of
project-specific processes. Martı́nez-Ruiz et al. [11] propose
an extension of SPEM [17] that allows for improving the
definition of variable process elements. Oliveira et al. [16]
propose SmartySPEM, which also aims to extend the variability instruments provided by SPEM. Both contributions
address the problem that SPEM, basically, provides generic
variability operations and modularization concepts, but does
not provide explicit and context-specific variability constructors [9]. Furthermore, in line with Carvalho et al. [5] and
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tings in which variability operations were not used and analyzed the reasons. In stage 2, we studied the evolved process
variants for such settings, and looked for the already found
and new settings in which the use of variability operations
is potentially inappropriate.

4.2

Research Method

To investigate the research questions, we conducted a longitudinal case study [28] in which we analyzed two process
repository baselines over a 2-year period. In Figure 1, we
illustrate the overall approach.
Stage 2, Team 2, 2014

Process
Process
Variants
Repositories
(Bund, A-D)

Stage 1, Team 1, 2013
Baseline:
12/2012

Baseline:
08/2014

Variability
Operations
Analysis Tools

1 CSV-file
per variant

Variability
Operations
Analysis Tools

Analysis

Chen et al. [3], both exemplarily cited SPEM-related contributions propose solutions, but lack in empirical evidence
of their feasibility.
Although of particular interest, SPrL concepts are still
considered immature [5, 3, 12]. For example, Martı́nez-Ruiz
et al. [12] mention the absence of a meaningful notation
for variable processes critical. Evidence of the feasibility of
proposed concepts is missing. For instance, in [5], authors
identified various process elements modified by variability
operations. However, they neither provide details of the
mentioned operations nor evidence of the feasibility.
In [23], Ternité introduces typed variability operations to
support software process variability. This instrument is used
in the V-Modell XT to realize a complex software process
line (Figure 2). A typed variability operation is a change of a
reference model element that is declared by a derived process
variant, and that is computed during a tool-supported merge
process in which a reference model and an extension model
are integrated into a company-specific software process. For
example, a reference process defines a role A, but in a particular company, the same role has the name B. The process
variant then declares an operation ChangeRoleName(A, B)
and a merge tool consistently changes all occurrences while
computing the integrated process model (cf. [9] for an example, and [22, 23] for comprehensive description). In [9], we
initially analyzed the feasibility of this instrument finding it
appropriate to implement flexible SPrLs.
With this paper, we extend our initial investigation by
analyzing a second baseline of the V-Modell XT process line
to improve the knowledge base, to provide extra evidence,
and to allow for future research. We address the call for more
research on the applicability of SPrL concepts in practice
[5, 3] by providing a long-term observation of one particular
practically implemented software process line.

DS
1

Integrated
Excel-file:
- types
- exemplars

DS
2

Integrated
Excel-file:
- types
- exemplars

Figure 1: Overview of the research design.

4.

RESEARCH DESIGN

In this section, we present the study design. After describing the research questions, we describe the overall research
design, and the case study instrument including case selection, data collection, and analysis procedures.

4.1

Research Questions

Our overall objective is the investigation of the feasibility and the practical application of variability operations to
support the development of flexible software process lines.
Therefore, we define the following research questions:
RQ 1: Which variability operations are defined to realize the
process line? This research question aims to create a catalog
of variability operation types. In stage 1 of the study, we
developed an initial catalog of operations. In this stage, we
analyzed an evolved set of process variants, and analyzed if,
e.g., new operation types were defined, for the purpose to
extend the original catalog.
RQ 2: Which variability operations are practically used to
which extent? Based on the found operation types, we investigated which operations were practically used to realize
process variants. We quantitatively analyzed the variability
operation exemplars to investigate their practical use. We
aimed to analyze the general use as well as trends.
RQ 3: In which settings are variability operations not used
and why? In the first stage of the study, we found two set-

In the explorative stage 1 of the study, we developed the
overall research design, created a baseline of the process
repositories, and selected those process variants that use the
SPrL features provided by the V-Modell XT (Sect. 4.3.1).
For each selected variant, we collected variability operation
types and exemplars using a tool, which generates CSV files,
which were integrated into a spreadsheet providing the data
structure shown in Table 1 (Sect. 4.3.2). The initial findings of stage 1 were reported in [9]. In stage 2, we repeated
the study. We created another baseline, and we selected the
evolved versions of the initially studied variants as cases.
In order to ensure the reliability of the data collection outcomes, the same researcher as in the first stage executed the
data collection procedure using the same tool. Furthermore,
to address validity considerations, a new team of researchers
performed the second stage. Both stages produced an integrated data set each (Figure 1: DS1 in 2013 [9], and DS2 in
2014), which are the inputs for the investigation.

4.3

Case Study Instrument

We describe the instrument applied to this study in detail.
In stage 2, we repeated the investigation by strictly following
the procedures of stage 1 (described in [9]). In general, the
case study is organized according to the guidelines proposed
by Runeson et al. [19]. In the following, we describe the case
selection, data collection, and analysis procedures.
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Figure 2: Snapshot of the V-Modell XT software process line (variants marked with “C” are the cases).

4.3.1

Case Selection

In the first stage, we opted for those V-Modell XT variants that were built using the SPrL features provided by the
V-Modell XT. In the second stage, we opted for a straightforward case selection and looked for process variants fulfilling
the same requirements, especially for evolved versions of the
originally studied variants. Variants that are built by copying and directly modifying the reference model were out of
scope in stage 2 of the study as well.

4.3.2

Data Collection Procedure

The data collection procedure was performed the same
way as in the stage 1: To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we used a
tool to export lists of the variability operations defined and
applied it to each considered process variant.
Table 1: Generated data structure for the analysis.
Field
Description
Type

Variability operation type, e.g., RenameRole, ReplaceSectionText
Name
Name of the operation exemplar
Basic
Basic model transformation operations used
operations to implement the variability operation, e.g.,
RenameElement, AddText
Affected
List of model elements that are affected by
elements
the operation exemplar
Compliance Rating whether an operation potentially vicriticality olates compliance requirements/constraints

To answer RQ3, we had to inspect the considered process variants. We compared the process definition with its
sources for added, modified and/or removed process assets
that are not defined using variability operations.

4.3.3

Due to the low number of cases, we present the results
as data tables, and qualitatively analyze and interpret the
results. In order to allow for comparable results, we applied
the same analysis procedures as in the first stage, but extended the analysis by a comparative analysis to investigate
evolution-related aspects and trends.

5.

STUDY RESULTS

We provide a description of the cases and the subjects,
before presenting and discussing the results of the study.

5.1

Case Description

We selected the V-Modell XT and the set of 5 variants
that use the SPrL features of the V-Modell XT as case.
Figure 2 illustrates the snapshots used in the study (stage 1
and stage 2). The emphasized variants were subject to the
study. While the first stage was based on the metamodel
version 1.3, the second stage is based on those variants using
the V-Modell XT 1.4, which we refer to as the reference
model on which all variants are built1 . A tool was used in
both study stages to compute all variability operation types
and exemplars, and creates a dataset, which contains the
information listed in Table 1.

5.2
All information was collected by parsing the models’ XML
source files, and storing the data in a spreadsheet, which has
the structure shown in Table 1, to (1) create a consolidated
list of operation types across all versions of the metamodel,
(2) to create process-variant-specific lists of operation exemplars, and (3) an aggregated list of all variability operations,
their type, number of exemplars, and so forth.

Analysis Procedure

RQ 1: Variability Operation Types

In stage 1 of the study, we found the different metamodel
variants defining individual sets of variability operations. In
1
For confidentiality, we are not allowed to relate the findings to variants from Figure 2. Therefore, we anonymized
the relations by referring to variants A to D. A collection
of publicly available material is provided by the Weit e.V.:
www.weit-ev.de/varianten.html (in German).
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summary, in stage 1, we found 69 variability operations of
which 34 operations were defined by the reference metamodel “MM 1.3”, and variant “MM 1.3B” added 35 more
operation types. In stage 2, we repeated the study and found
a more diverse picture. Again, we first analyzed (1) which
variability operation types were defined, and (2) which metamodel variant defines a particular operation type. Finally
(3), we analyzed the result set for new operation types and
compared the findings to the first stage2 .
Table 2: Overview of the available variability operation types (per stage and studied variant).
Study
Ref Bund
A
B C
D
Base
Stage 1

34
new

Stage 2

Ref

Bund

Ref

69

34

69

69

34

34

72

72

56

35
34

new

Ref

72
38

22

In Table 2, we summarize the overall numbers of the variability operation types identified across the different metamodel versions. The process variants Bund, B, and D use
extended variants of the reference metamodel (Figure 2).
The reference metamodel “MM 1.4” still defines 34 variability operation types. The evolved version “MM 1.4B” of the
process variant Bund added 38 types (“MM 1.3B”: 35), and
the variant “MM 1.4Bw” added 22 types to the reference
metamodel. Still, the metamodel variant “MM 1.4Z” did not
add further variability operation types. The analyzed process variants contain 16 duplicated operation types defined
by the metamodels “MM 1.4B” and “MM 1.4Bw”, which can
be characterized a direct copy (7 types) or a re-defined operation type (9 types). To conduct the characterization,
the operation definition files were inspected, and the operation types, their syntax, and semantics were compared. A
copied operation type is identically present in both metamodels (e.g., the operation type DeleteWorkProduct), while
a re-defined type differs in name, syntax, or compliance relevance, but serves the same purpose, i.e., has the same semantics (e.g., RemovePart in “MM 1.4B” and DeletePart in
“MM 1.4Bw”).
In summary, the analysis resulted in 87 different variability operation types. The reference metamodel “MM 1.4” defines 34 operations, “MM 1.4B” adds 38, and “MM 1.4Bw”
adds 22 (Table 2). Furthermore, the metamodels “MM 1.4B”
and “MM 1.4Bw” contain duplicated operations. Compared
to the results from the first stage (69 operation types), in
the evolved process line, 18 new variability operation types
were defined.

Interpretation
We found variability operation types defined in three of the
four analyzed metamodels. Furthermore, compared to the
reference metamodel, we found the number of operation
types more than doubled, and we also found effects of different process engineering teams working in parallel. In particular, we found 87 different variability operation types across
2

For space limitations, the catalog and the raw data is not
part of this paper, but is available for download: http://
goo.gl/nHClEm

all investigated metamodels. However, in a set of duplicated
operation types, we also found 9 types that we classified as
re-defined operation types developed by different groups of
process engineers, which should be harmonized with the rest
of the process line metamodels. That is, actually, the whole
SPrL provides process engineers with 78 “unique” variability
operation types (69 types in stage 1).
Investigating this situation in more detail, we asked the
metamodel developers responsible for the “MM 1.4Bw” operation set for explanation and learned: Similar to the setting of stage 1 of the study, extending the operation set was
driven by customer requirements. Furthermore, since the respective variant should be grounded in the reference model
instead of the V-Modell XT Bund, required variability operations had to be defined in a new metamodel variant. That
is, the development approach of the V-Modell XT Bund was
replicated by another team in another context. The process engineers copied several operations directly, and—while
conducting the customization project—added further operations on demand. This also explains the set of duplicated
variability operation types (7 exact copies and 9 re-defined
operation types). Eventually, we found two major branches
of the metamodel utilizing the variability operation instrument in the respective context.
In summary, in stage 1, we concluded that the variability
operation instrument supports flexibility of an SPrL to address customer requirements. The observed evolution in the
metamodel variants in stage 2 as well as in the found set of
variability operation types support the initial conclusion.

5.3

RQ 2: Variability Operation Use

The second research question aims at investigating which
of the defined operation types were actually used. In stage 1,
among 15 operation groups, we found one operation group
(group: Task Variations) of which none of the contained
operation was used. Refined to the operation type level, 25
out of 69 (36.2%) operation types were not used. To investigate the operation type use in stage 2, we quantitatively
analyzed the use applying the same criteria: an operation
type is used if there is at least one exemplar in any of the
investigated variants.
In the following, we (1) analyze which operations were
used in general, (2) which operation types remain unused,
and (3) which operations are the most frequently used. Furthermore, we relate all findings to the results from stage 1
and discuss the development over time.

General Use
Table 3 summarizes the number of operation exemplars in
the respective operation groups. In summary, in stage 1,
we found 340 operation exemplars across the five analyzed
process variants. In the second stage, we found 616 exemplars. Furthermore, in stage 2, no operation group remained
unused, i.e., the number of operation exemplars and used
operation types increased over time. We found 4 out of
5 variants with increased numbers of operation exemplars.
Especially, the V-Modell XT Bund and variant “D” show a
significantly increased use. Table 3 shows that variations
in roles, work products and topics (as parts of work products), and description texts (of the electronic process guide)
contribute the majority of the operation exemplars in both
study stages (cf. most frequently used operation types).
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Table 3: Overview of operation exemplars per operation group (by study stage).
Operation Group
Bund
A
B
C
D
S1
S2
S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1
S2
Discipline Variations
Work Product Variations
Topic Variations
Activity Variations
Task Variations
Role Variations
Tailoring Variations
Decision Gate Variations
Description Replacements
Description Add-ons
Description Re-Arrangements
Description Removements
Tool/Method Reference Variations
Mapping Variations
Appendix Variations
Text Module Variations
Process Decision Gate Variations
Product Dependencies Variations
Process Module Variations

13
12
21
1
0
51
4
10
25
0
2
3
0
4
21

14
26
35
20
6
56
6
10
25
0
4
4
0
5
39
3
0
0
0

167

0
3
5
1
0
0
1
3
1
2
1
0
0
0
0

0
3
5
1
0
0
1
3
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17
253

We analyze if there are variability operations defined but not
used. Table 5 summarizes the unused operations, illustrates
which metamodel defines the operation type, and provides
a comparison of both stages.
In stage 1, we found 25 operation types defined but unused. In stage 2, we found 20 unused operation types. Table 5 shows that some of the originally unused operations
were used in the evolved process variants. An exception
is the operation type ReplaceTaskDescription: The original
operation (defined in the metamodel “MM 1.4B”) remains
unused, but the copied operation (defined in the metamodel
“MM 1.4Bw”) was used. That is, the original operation remains in the set of unused operations, even though an exemplar is present in the analyzed process variants. Table 5
shows three new operations introduced by the metamodel
“MM 1.4Bw”, which, however, remain unused.
Table 4: Unused operation types per metamodel.
MM 1.4
MM 1.4B MM 1.4Bw
34

10

29.4%

72
38
6
16

15.8%
22.2%

56
22
4
14

2
0
1
0
0
42
0
1
21
1
5
4
11
1
0
0
0
0
0

84
17

Unused Operations

All
Extension
Unused Ext.
Unused All

3
1
1
0
0
32
0
0
24
1
5
5
11
1
0

18.2%
25.0%

Table 4 summarizes available operations per metamodel
variant, the share of un-/used operation types and provides
two perspectives: The first perspective analyzes the number of metamodel-specific operation types, i.e., are all new
operation types defined in a metamodel variant used? The
second perspective analyzes the whole set of operation types

0
5
9
0
0
41
1
1
4
4
6
1
0
0
0

0
6
9
0
0
42
1
2
5
5
6
1
0
0
14
0
0
0
0

72
89

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
37
32
14
0
34
2
6
11
0
0
6
0
0
0
3
15
5
1

0
91

166

defines new operations
defines new operations
defines new operations
defines new operations

defines new operations

new
new
new
new

operation group
operation group
operation group
operation group
P
Stage 1 : 340 exemplars
P
Stage 2 : 616 exemplars

that a metamodel variant provides, i.e., the operation types
originally defined by the reference metamodel “MM 1.4” plus
the extensions. In stage 1, 25 out of 69 (36.2%) operation
types were not used (metamodel “MM 1.3” defined 34 variability operation types of which 12 remain unused (35.3%),
and “MM 1.3B” added 35 new variability operation types
of which 13 remain unused (37.1%)). In the second stage,
“MM 1.4” still defines 34 operation types of which 10 remain
unused (29.4%), “MM 1.4B” added 38 operation types to
the reference metamodel of which 6 were not used (15.8%),
and “MM 1.4Bw” added 22 operation types to the reference
metamodel of which 4 remain unused (18.2%). Since we have
three different metamodel variants, we also analyze the overall use of the provided integrated operation sets. Across all
variants using the reference metamodel “MM 1.4”, 70.6% of
all available operation types are used. From the operations
available for “MM 1.4B” variants, 77.8% of the operations
were used, and for the “MM 1.4Bw” variants, 75% of the
available operations are used.

Most Frequently Used Operations
Finally, we analyze the process variants for the most frequently used variability operation types. In Table 6, we
provide a summary and comparison of the most frequently
used operation types, which we refer to as the “Top 10” operations. Table 6 lists the Top 10 of stage 1, relates the Top
10 of stage 2, and shows the differences. Four variability
operation types from stage 1 are no longer in the Top 10.
Furthermore, Table 6 shows changing ranks. For example,
the operation type RemoveSupportingRole moved to the 3rd
place (stage 1: 8) and ChangeRoleClass moved to the 5th
place (stage 1: 2). Six operation types are still in the Top 10,
and four new Top 10 operations suggest new requirements
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Stage 1

Table 5: Overview of unused operation types (compared, by stage).
Stage 2
Defined by MM

AddDisciplineDescriptionPrefix
AddDisciplineDescriptionPostfix
DeleteWorkProduct
ChangeWorkProduktDiscipline
RenameCreatingDependency
RenameTailoringDependency
ReplaceTailoringDependencyDescription
ArrangeSubTopic
AddActivityDescriptionPrefix
AddActivityDescriptionPostfix
RemoveTask
RenameTask
ReplaceTaskDescription
RemoveResponsibility
AddRoleDescriptionPrefix
RefineRole
AddProcessModule
AddDecisionGateDescriptionPrefix
AddChapterTextPrefix
AddSectionTextPrefix
ChangeSectionNumber
RemoveChapter
RemoveGlossaryItem
ReplaceGlossaryItemDescription
RemoveAbbreviation

AddDisciplineDescriptionPrefix
AddDisciplineDescriptionPostfix
ChangeWorkProduktDiscipline
RenameCreatingDependency
RenameTailoringDependency

AddActivityDescriptionPrefix
AddActivityDescriptionPostfix
RenameTask
ReplaceTaskDescription
RemoveResponsibility
RefineRole
AddProcessModule
AddDecisionGateDescriptionPrefix
AddChapterTextPrefix
AddSectionTextPrefix
ChangeSectionNumber

ChangeSupportingRole
RenameSection
RenameChapter
DeleteChapter

regarding process variant construction. Still, the majority
of the Top 10 operations addresses modifications in the role
model and in the (electronic) process guide.
Furthermore, Table 6 shows the number of exemplars of
the operation types, and shows the overall share (QTY shows
(1) the Top 10 numbers per stage, and (2) the numbers for
those operation types that are part of the Top 10 list in
both stages). In first stage, the Top 10 operations contribute
224 of 340 exemplars (65.9%), and in the second stage, the
Top 10 operations contribute 327 of 616 exemplars (53.1%).
Considering those operation types that are listed in both
Top 10 lists we found six operation types contributing 166
of 340 exemplars (48.8%) in stage 1, and 223 of 616 exemplars (36.2%) in stage 2. In other words: Six operation types
contribute about the half of all operation exemplars in stage
1 and about one third of all exemplars in stage 2.

Interpretation
In stage 1, we found 25 out of 69 operation types unused,
which could have suggested that about one third of the defined operation types are dispensable. In stage 2, we found
(1) a significant increase of the operation exemplars in general, and (2) 20 operation types remaining unused. We provide a tentative discussion of these key findings:
We interpret the increased number of operation exemplars
(stage 1: 340, stage 2: 616) as consequence of the dissemination of the SPrL concept. The subject of stage 1 was the

MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM

1.4
1.4
1.4B/MM 1.4Bw
1.4B
1.4B
1.4B
1.4B
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4B
1.4B
1.4B
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4B
1.4B
1.4B
1.4B
1.4B
1.4Bw
1.4Bw
1.4Bw
1.4Bw

Used in. . .

Bund, D

Bund
Bund

Bund
D
D

Bund
C
C
Bund, C

first generation of process variants using the SPrL features,
and as we figured out variant “D” did not use any variability
operation type at all. Stage 2 used a baseline that was drawn
18 months after stage 1, and every analyzed process variant
ran through at least one improvement cycle. Now, variant
“D” also uses the variability operation instrument and contributed 166 exemplars. Except for variant “A”, all variants
had an increased number of operation exemplars (Table 3).
We interpret this as indication for growing acceptance and
the practical feasibility of this instrument.
In stage 1, we found 25 out of 69 operation types unused
and discussed the rationale for this operations’ existence.
The major reason was for process language completeness3 .
In the discussion, we opted not to suggest removing unused
operations, since we then had no knowledge about future
variability requirements. The second data set showed several
of the previously unused operations are now in use. We
interpret this as follows: over time, variability requirements
change and new requirements can occur that demand for
operation types that were, so far, unused. Therefore, even
the operations that are still unused should not be considered
dispensable without continuing the long-term observation.
Finally, in the result set, we found a set of 6 variability operation types contributing a significant share of the overall
operation exemplars. Together with the 16 duplicated vari3
If an operation Rename* was needed, for completeness, an
operation Replace* was defined as well, cf. [9].
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Rank

Stage 1

Table 6: Overview of the Top 10 operation types (per stage).
QTY
Stage 2

1

ReplaceSectionText

46

46

ReplaceSectionText

2

ChangeRoleClass

36

36

ReplaceRoleDescription

3

ReplaceRoleDescription

34

34

RemoveSupportingRole

4

RenameRole

22

22

RenameRole

5

RemoveLiteratureReference

19

ChangeRoleClass

6

RemoveTopicAssignment

16

7

ChangeResponsibility

16

16

8

RemoveSupportingRole

12

9

ArrangeSection

12

RemoveTopicAssignment

10

ChangeDisciplineNumber

11

ReplaceTopicDescription

overall exemplars: 340

224

166

65.9%

48.8%

12

ability operations (Sect. 5.2), we interpret this to be a first
indication toward standard operation (candidates). However, since this is the first comprehensive study, we cannot
yet generalize this finding.

5.4

RQ 3: Variability Operations—No, Why?

In stage 1, we investigated situations in which variability
is required, but was not implemented using the variability
operations. We could identify two strategies:
• Introducing new sub-processes does not call for variability operations at all. In this strategy, the reference
model is taken as is and a new sub-process comprising the customized assets is added without adopting
the reference process, i.e., this strategy realizes “true”
extensions.
• Masking serves the compensation of a technical gap
in the V-Modell XT metamodel. Masking mimics a
variability operation by providing a modified copy of
the sub-process that requires customization, and by
using the so-called pre-tailoring instrument to remove
the original (sub-)process. These instruments can also
be combined with variability operations to provide a
richer set of variability instruments serving different
situations and variability requirements.
In the second stage, we still found implementations of these
strategies. However, since all investigated variants utilize
variability operations, we did not find the aforementioned
strategies in their “pure” form, but always in combination
with variability operations, e.g., in the V-Modell XT Bund.
Beyond the already known strategies, we could not find
more strategies to implement variability without the variability operation instrument.

Interpretation
In the first stage, we interpreted the findings as follows: Variability operations can be considered a meaningful tool, but
there are settings in which variability operations are not
necessary or not available. Settings in which variability operations would be beneficial can be considered candidates
for metamodel improvements. The findings from the second
stage support the initial interpretation.

ReplaceActivityDescription

QTY






53

53

46

46

37

37

34

34

31

31

28

AddWorkProductDescriptionPostfix

27

AddTopicDescriptionPostfix

27

overall exemplars: 616

5.5



22

22

22
327

223

53.1%

36.2%

Validity of the Results

In this section, we evaluate our findings and critically review our study regarding the threats to validity based on
Wohlin et al. [28]. The internal validity could be threatened
by a bias toward the variant construction process, because
the authors are also the developers of the metamodels (and
partially the process variants). We addressed this threat by
relying on a tool, which was used in both stages and for
all variants, and by strictly following the research design of
stage 1. Furthermore, a new team of researchers performed
stage 2 of the study, while only one of the authors of stage 1
supported the study execution to ensure the full implementation of the overall study design. The external validity is
threatened as we have little knowledge to which extent we
can generalize our results, e.g., transfer to other software
process lines. As this is the first comprehensive analysis of
variability in this context, a generalization of the findings is
not the primary intention at this stage. We are interested in
analyzing the feasibility of variability operations, and confirming initial findings and to prepare future research on
SPrLs by improving the available data.

6.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The overall goal of our research is to better understand
software process variability and to analyze the feasibility
of the variability operation instrument, and—by developing a catalog of variability operations—to support process
engineers in the systematic and flexible development of process variants within software process lines. To this end, we
opted for the V-Modell XT as a practically implemented
software process line, and analyzed the reference model and
5 process variants using the built-in SPrL features of the
V-Modell XT. In two teams, we conducted a longitudinal
case study over a 2-year period in which we analyzed two
baselines of the V-Modell XT process line. In the first (explorative) stage, we collected initial data and developed an
initial catalog of variability operations [9]. In the second
stage, we repeated the study to improve the data set, to
analyze evolutionary effects occurring in continuous process
maintenance, and to draw initial conclusions.
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Summary of Conclusions
Overall, in the V-Modell XT ecosystem, we found four metamodel variants of which three define variability operation
types: The metamodel “MM 1.4” of the reference model defines 34 variability operations, the metamodel “MM 1.4B”
adds 38 more operations to the basic set, and the metamodel
“MM 1.4Bw” adds 22 operations to the basic set. Analyzing
the found operations, we found a set of 16 duplicated variability operations in the metamodels “MM 1.4B” and “MM
1.4Bw” of which 7 are exact copies and 9 are re-defined operations, which differ in syntax but not in semantics. In
summary, we identified 87 different operation types (including the duplicates) and, harmonizing the duplicated operations, we have to consider 78 unique variability operation
types (stage 1: 69 unique types). The found operation types
allow process engineers to declaratively modify process content, e.g., by providing new text snippets, and also allow for
modifying the structure of a process model, e.g., by changing responsibilities, removing references, and modifying the
tailoring behavior.
Furthermore, we investigated which variability operations
are applied in practice to determine the feasibility of this
instrument. In summary, we found 616 exemplars across all
analyzed variants (stage 1: 340), and all analyzed variants
use this instrument. However, we found 20 operation types
defined, but unused. These operations were either defined
during the initial development of the instrument, or the operations were introduced during metamodel adaptations.
In the results, we also observed evolutionary effects: First,
even in stage 1, we found operations serving long-term development of a process line. In particular, the operation type
ChangeRoleClass aids the structural modification of “legacy”
process assets so that they can be used in newer or modified versions of a process. Second, we could observe parallel development of variability operations (performed by two
teams of process engineers) underpinning that variability operations can be utilized to systematically extend a process
language to address specific customer requirements without
affecting the rest of the process line.
Apart from the variability operation instrument, just in
the first stage, we found further strategies to realize variability without using variability operations. We identified two
strategies, which are, eventually, used in combination with
variability operations.

easily tracked and, eventually, support audits and assessments.
In the context of the V-Modell XT, our findings provide
important insights for the developers of the V-Modell XT
reference metamodel—they suggest improvements grounded
in practical use. Results obtained so far provide two major
findings: (1) developers of the metamodel “MM 1.4Bw” can
use the findings to harmonize their branch with the rest
of the process line, and (2) the developers of the reference
metamodel “MM 1.4” find a number of variability operations,
which should analyzed for implementation in the reference
metamodel to improve process variant creation.

6.1

Relation to Existing Evidence

Variability operations are a meaningful instrument to support process variability, however, as discussed in, e.g., [12],
there is a gap in process frameworks regarding the capability to model flexible processes and as discussed in [5, 3]
there is a gap regarding process flexibility and the adaptation of process metamodels [20]. Martı́nez et al. [12] found
activities the most frequently modified process assets, followed by artifacts and roles. Our contribution also shows
roles frequently modified, however, our results do not support the findings regarding activities and artifacts. In our
study, roles and the electronic process guide are the most
frequently modified process assets. However, our study is
focused on variability operations thus excluding other customization approaches from the investigation.

6.2

Limitations

The major limitation is that our study is based on the VModell XT only, which has three major implications: First,
we only analyzed one specific platform. However, to the best
of our knowledge, the V-Modell XT is the only practically
disseminated process framework that provides process engineers with this kind of explicit support to create process
variants. Second, as figured out in [8], the V-Modell XT
is a national standard. Hence, our investigation is limited
to process variants customized for the use in Germany, and
may be hard to transfer to other contexts. Finally, so far we
observed the evolution of the process line over a 2-year period, and we also analyzed only two baselines of the process
line. Therefore, transfer and generalization of the findings
have to be made carefully.

Implications

6.3

In summary, we found the concept of variability operations
sufficient to support process engineers in constructing a process variant from a software process line. However, variability operations are only one instrument among others and,
thus, can (and should) be combined with other instruments.
Our analysis also showed the difficulty to define variability
operations, as we for instance found a number of operations
defined, but unused. However, over time we observed the
number of unused operation types decreasing pointing to
the need for further investigation.
Practitioners can benefit from our findings: Variability
operations help to declaratively define modifications of a
reference process and, thus, this concept is beneficial in
domains in which regularized processes must be applied,
e.g., medicine, automotive, and avionics. For instance, a
company-specific process declares the modifications of the
reference process using variability operations, which can be

We provide a study, which is based on the V-Modell XT
SPrL. Since the study includes the two baselines around the
reference model versions 1.3 and 1.4, the study needs to be
repeated when the reference model is released in its next
iteration, and all derived variants are updated and disseminated accordingly. This is a necessary step to improve the
knowledge about the use of the variability operations, and
to get further insights into the evolution of the process line.
Furthermore, since the investigated concept is a specific
approach of the V-Modell XT, still, it remains an open question if, for instance, the generic concept provided by SPEM
could benefit from our findings. Moreover, we still lack in
evidence-based and generalizable knowledge about, e.g., appropriateness of variability constructors in general and variability pattern. For instance, in the first stage, we observed
a trend toward a set of “core variability operations.” Only
few operation types contributed a high number of opera-

Future Work
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tion exemplars. In the second stage, we observed a similar
trend (Sect. 5.3, Table 6). Thus, the paper at hand can
be considered an initial step toward a generalization, which,
however, requires more and independent research to which
we cordially invite the reader.
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